A B
: Electrostatic potential along the z-direction of the box (after translation of the symmetric mica surface to the middle of the box.) A: Potential through the whole box with illustrations of the differently charged mica layers and the NaCl ions (K + : green, Si 4+ : pink, Al 3+ at octahedral site: red, O 2-: cyan, Na + : blue, Cl -: orange). Each mica layer with its corresponding charge can be seen. B: Zoom in to demonstrate the development of the potential in the vicinity of the surface. The negative surface charge of the O 2-(cyan) anions is efficiently shielded by K + (green) and Na + (blue). The remaining charge is quickly damped by the polarization of water which is evident from the damped oscillations of the potential. After 1.15 nm (z=8.2 nm) behind the surface (position of K + : Z= 7.35 nm), the potential is negligible. In the following part, the function for the evaluation of the autocorrelation of an AFM image using GNU Octave 3.6.4. is given. for i=1:anzahl % loop through files filename = files{i}; disp(['loading file ' int2str(i) ' of ' int2str(anzahl) ': ' files{i}]) % display progress data{i} = dlmread(files{i});%, ' ', 0, 0); % load autocorrelation image % ----read some additional meta data from the filenames (specificly adapted to the nomenclature of the files) pos = find(files{i}=='_'); % find space in filenames meta.conc(i) = sscanf(files{i}(pos(1)+1:pos(2)-1), '%f',1); % read concentration information between first and second spacer. meta.imgsize(i) = sscanf(files{i}(pos(end-4)+1:pos(end-3)-1), '%d',1); % read imagesize information endfor endfunction Fitconf function [widths,fit,coeff,result] = fitconv(data, inival, imgsize) result = zeros(6,1); % predefine results variable widths = bfgsmin('evalconvgauss2',{inival,data}); % minimize deviation of data from model defined in evalconvgauss2 widths(1:min(length(widths),3)) = abs(widths(1:min(length(widths),3))); % constrain widths to be positive (no change as widths are squared in the model) switch length(widths) % switch through different number of optimizable parameters case 0 error('widths should not be empty.') case 1 triangFWHM = widths(1); % only tip diameter is used and optimized % xy_rat=1; % theta=0; case 2 triangFWHM = widths(1); gausswidth = widths(2); % additionally objects with a gaussian size distribution are considered and optimized % xy_rat = 1; % theta=0; case 3 triangFWHM = widths(1); gausswidth = widths(2); xy_rat = widths(3); % elliptic shape of objects is considered and the x-y-ratio of the ellipse is optimized % theta=0; case 4 triangFWHM = widths(1); gausswidth = widths(2); xy_rat = widths(3); theta=widths(4); % rotation of the elliptic shape is considered and the rotation angle is optimized endswitch % ---evaluate and save fit results and print them to the console. triangFWHM % print tip autocorrelation width tipdiam_nm = triangFWHM*imgsize*1000./512 % compute and print tip diameter result(1) = tipdiam_nm; % save as the first element of the results vector % recompute contributions of the individual autocorrelation models to the overall autocorrelation.
Workflow
[deviation, fit, coeff] = evalconvgauss2(widths, data); triangheight_pm2 = coeff(1)./(imgsize.^2) % tip autocorrelation height in pm² result(4) = triangheight_pm2; bgheight_pm2 = coeff(2) % autocorrelation background height diracheight_pm2 = coeff(3)./(imgsize.^2) % noise autocorrelation height result(5) = diracheight_pm2; if exist('gausswidth') % only if objects are considered gausswidth % object autocorrelation width objdiam_nm = sqrt(log(2))*gausswidth*imgsize*1000./512 % mean object diameter result(2) = objdiam_nm; totalwidth = sqrt((triangFWHM.^2)./6+(gausswidth.^2)./2) totalFWHM_nm = totalwidth*2.4*imgsize*1000./512 % total FWHM of the autocorrelation result(3) = totalFWHM_nm; gaussheight_pm2 = coeff(4)./(imgsize.^2) % height of the object autocorrelation result(6) = gaussheight_pm2; endif if exist('xy_rat') % if elliptic shape of the objects are considered xy_rat = xy_rat.^2 result(7) = xy_rat; % x-y-ratio of the mean object ellipse endif if exist('theta') % if rotation of the autocorrelation ellipse is considered theta theta = mod(theta*180./pi,360) % rotation angle of the mean object ellipse endif % ---read and constrain width input widths(1:min(length(widths),3)) = abs(widths(1:min(length(widths),3))); % constrain widths to be positive (no change as widths are squared in the model) switch length(widths) % switch through different number of optimizable parameters case 0 error('widths should not be empty.') case 1 triangFWHM = widths(1); % only tip diameter is used and optimized xy_rat=1; theta=0; case 2 triangFWHM = widths(1); gausswidth = widths(2); % additionally objects with a gaussian size distribution are considered and optimized xy_rat = 1; theta=0; xy_rat_gauss = 1; theta_gauss = 0; case 3 triangFWHM = widths(1); gausswidth = widths(2); xy_rat = widths(3); % elliptic shape of objects is considered and the x-y-ratio of the ellipse is optimized theta=0; xy_rat_gauss = xy_rat; theta_gauss = 0; case 4 triangFWHM = widths(1); gausswidth = widths(2); xy_rat = widths(3); theta=widths(4); % rotation of the elliptic shape is considered and the rotation angle is optimized xy_rat_gauss = xy_rat; theta_gauss = theta; endswitch [m,n] = size(data); % ---define coordinate system x = -(n-1)/2:(n-1)/2; y = (-(m-1)/2:(m-1)/2)'; % ---stretch and rotate coordinate system for elliptic autocorrelation shapes (xy_rat is the square root of the x-y-ratio of the ellipse) xrot = (ones(m,1)*(x*cos(theta)) + (y*sin(theta))*ones(1,n)).*xy_rat; yrot = (ones(m,1)*(x*sin(-theta)) + (y*cos(theta))*ones(1,n))./xy_rat; r = sqrt(y.^2*ones(1,n) + ones(m,1)*x.^2); % distance of each point from the center r_rot = sqrt(yrot.^2 + xrot.^2); % stretched and rotated distance of each point from the center
